ARCHITECTURE DESIGN PROCESS IN TSDS INTERIOR ARCHITECTS

When carrying out Professional Work at TSDS interior Architect, Praktikan works under the guidance of the principal architect. In this activity, Praktikan has the opportunity to be directly involved in every building design process. Praktikan won the trust to work on the building of the Akpol hotel building project. In the process of working on each project, Praktikan learns a lot about things in designing and making working drawings. In addition, Praktikan also teaches how important it is to design a building by paying attention to the surrounding environment. Due to time constraints in the implementation of Professional Work, both projects were carried out by Praktikan up to the preliminary stage. With this Professional Work activity, make Praktikan has provision and experience about the world of architectural work, before Praktikan really - truly live the world of work.

Keywords: the relationship of architectural design with buildings and the environment around the site